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Abstract
It is proved that every Malcev superalgebra generated by an odd element is special, that is, iso-
morphic to a subsuperalgebra of the commutator Malcev superalgebra A− for a certain alternative
superalgebra A. As a corollary, it is shown that the kernel of the natural homomorphism of the free
Malcev algebra Malc[X] of countable rank into the commutator Malcev algebra Alt[X]− of the cor-
responding free alternative algebra Alt[X], does not contain skew-symmetric multilinear elements.
In other words, there are no skew-symmetric Malcev s-identities. Another corollary is speciality of
the Malcev Grassmann algebra.
© 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Malcev algebras were introduced in 1955 (under the name Moufang–Lie algebras) by
A.I. Malcev [4] as tangent algebras of analytic Moufang loops. They generalize Lie alge-
bras and are related to alternative algebras in the same way as Lie algebras are related to
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algebra A by replacing the product x ·y with the commutator [x, y] = x ·y −y ·x is a Mal-
cev algebra. Although the theory of Malcev algebras is quite well developed (see [3]), it
is still an open problem whether the analog of the Poincaré–Birkhoff–Witt theorem is true
for them; that is, whether any Malcev algebra is isomorphic to a subalgebra of an algebra
A− for a suitable alternative algebra A [2,7,8]. A Malcev algebra M that admits such a
representation is called special.
The speciality problem is particularly interesting for free algebras. In this case it is
equivalent to the question whether the kernel of the natural homomorphism of the free
Malcev algebra of countable rank into the commutator Malcev algebra A− of the corre-
sponding free alternative algebra A is nonzero. Since no effective bases are known either
for free Malcev algebras or for free alternative algebras (see [1, Problem 1.160]), the ques-
tion is far from being evident.
Hypothetical nonzero elements from the above-mentioned kernel are called, by analogy
with the Jordan case, Malcev s-identities; they vanish in every special Malcev algebra. It
seems natural to ask first whether there could exist Malcev s-identities of special type, for
instance, skew-symmetric s-identities. In this case, due to [6,9,11], the problem is reduced
to free Malcev and alternative superalgebras on one odd generator, which are easier to deal
with.
In [7], the free Malcev superalgebraM on one odd generator was investigated. In partic-
ular, a base ofM was constructed and it was proved thatM is central-by-metabelian, that
is, satisfies the equality (M2M2)M= 0. In [10] (see also [13]), a base of the Malcev Pois-
son superalgebra related with M according to [8] was constructed. As a corollary, a pre-
base, that is, a set of elements that spans the free alternative superalgebraA on one odd gen-
erator, was obtained. However, it remained an open question whether this set forms a base
ofA. Accordingly, the problem of speciality of the superalgebraM remained open as well.
Here we solve this problem in the affirmative. More exactly, we construct a base of the
free central-by-metabelian alternative superalgebra on one odd generator E =A/I , where
I = (A2 ·A2) ·A+A · (A2 ·A2). The natural homomorphism ofM into the commutator
superalgebra E− turns out to be injective, and hence the superalgebra M is special. As
a corollary, we conclude that there are no nontrivial skew-symmetric Malcev s-identities.
Another corollary of our result is the speciality of the Malcev Grassmann algebra which
was introduced in [9]. Finally, we consider the homomorphic images ofM and prove that
they are special as well.
Below all the (super)algebras will be over a field F of characteristic different from 2
and 3.
2. Relations in the universal alternative envelope
Recall that an anticommutative algebra M is called a Malcev algebra if it satisfies the
identity
J (x, y, z)x = J (x, y, xz), (1)
where J (x, y, z) = (xy)z + (yz)x + (zx)y is the Jacobian of x, y and z.
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(x, x, y) = 0 (left alternativity),
(x, y, y) = 0 (right alternativity),
where (x, y, z) = (x · y) · z − x · (y · z) is the associator of x, y and z. Here and below
we denote multiplication in alternative and in Malcev (super)algebras by dot x · y and by
juxtaposition xy, respectively.
As we mentioned in the introduction, for every alternative algebra A the commutator al-
gebra A− with the product [x, y] = x ·y−y ·x is a Malcev algebra. By standard arguments,
one can prove that for any Malcev algebra M there exist an alternative algebra U(M) and
a Malcev algebra homomorphism τ :M → U(M)− with the following universal property:
for any homomorphism of Malcev algebras ρ :M → A−, where A is alternative, there ex-
ists a unique homomorphism of alternative algebras ρˆ :U(M) → A such that ρ = ρˆ ◦ τ .
The algebra U(M) is called the universal alternative envelope of M . Note that M is special
if and only if ker τ = 0.
We will consider Malcev and alternative superalgebras. Recall that, in general, a super-
algebra means a Z2-graded algebra, that is an algebra A which may be written as a direct
sum of subspaces A = A0 + A1 subject to the relation Ai · Aj ⊆ Ai+j (mod 2). The sub-
spaces A0 and A1 are called the even and the odd parts of the superalgebra A; and so are
called the elements from A0 and from A1, respectively. Below all the elements are assumed
to be homogeneous, that is, either even or odd, and for an element x ∈ Ai , i ∈ {0,1}, the
symbol x¯ = i means its parity.
If the characteristic of the ground field is different from 2, identity (1) is equivalent to
the following multilinear identity
(
(xy)z
)
t + ((yz)t)x + ((zt)x)y + ((tx)y)z = (xz)(yt),
which was proved in [5, Proposition 2.21]. Now, a superalgebra M = M0 + M1 is called a
Malcev superalgebra if it satisfies the following super-identities:
xy = −(−1)x¯y¯yx (super-anticommutativity),(
(xy)z
)
t − x((yz)t)− (−1)y¯(z¯+t¯ )(x(zt))y − (−1)t¯(y¯+z¯)((xt)y)z
= (−1)y¯z¯(xz)(yt) (super-Malcev identity).
Note that the super-identities are obtained from anticommutativity and Sagle’s multilinear
identity, respectively, by the so-called “superization rule” (or “Kaplansky’s principle”) that
whenever two odd variables are transposed a negative sign is introduced.
Similarly, a superalgebra A = A0 +A1 is called an alternative superalgebra if it satisfies
(x, y, z) + (−1)x¯y¯ (y, x, z) = 0 (left super-alternativity),
(x, y, z) + (−1)y¯z¯(x, z, y) = 0 (right super-alternativity).
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the super-commutator [x, y]s = x · y − (−1)x¯y¯y · x.
Denote byM= Malc[x] the free Malcev superalgebra and byA= Alt[x] the free alter-
native superalgebra on one odd generator x. It is clear that A∼= U(M), with the universal
homomorphism τ :M→A− defined by τ(x) = x. Thus we can identify A and U(M).
Observe that for homogeneous elements u,v,w ∈M we have
[
τ(u), τ (v)
]
s
= τ(uv),(
τ(u), τ (v), τ (w)
)= 16τ(Js(u, v,w)), (2)
where
Js(u, v,w) = (uv)w + (−1)u¯(v¯+w¯)(vw)u + (−1)w¯(u¯+v¯)(wu)v
is the super-Jacobian of u, v and w.
It was proved in [7] that the superalgebraM has a base
BM =
{
xk, x4kx2, x4k+1x2 | k > 0},
with the nonzero products given, up to super-anticommutativity, by
xix = xi+1,
xixj = −(−1)c(j)xi+j−2x2, i + j ∈ {4k + 2,4k + 3}, k > 0,
where c(j) = j (j−1)2 . Observe that the function c satisfies the equality
c(i + j) = c(i) + c(j) + ij ; (3)
in particular, c(i + 1) = c(i) + i.
It follows from the multiplication table of M that the elements x4kx2, x4k+1x2 anni-
hilate M. Therefore, the super-Jacobians Js can be nonzero on the base BM only for the
arguments xi , where at least one of them equals x.
As in [10], we obtain for i, j > 1
Js
(
xi, xj , x
)=
{
2(−1)c(j+1)xi+j−1x2, i + j + 1 ∈ {4k + 2,4k + 3},
0, i + j + 1 /∈ {4k + 2,4k + 3},
Js
(
xi, x, x
)= 2xi+2 − xix2,
Js(x, x, x) = 3x3.
Denote τ(xi) = x[i], τ(xix2) = z[i], i > 1. Then in the superalgebra A we have
x[2] = 2x · x,
x[3] = 2(x · x) · x − 2x · (x · x) = 2(x, x, x),
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(
x[i], x, x
)= 13x[i+2] − 16z[i], (4)(
x[i], x[j ], x
)= 13 (−1)c(j+1)z[i+j−1]. (5)
Let a ◦ b = a · b + b · a stands for the Jordan product of (nongraded) elements a and b,
and a ◦s b = a · b+ (−1)a¯b¯b · a means the super-Jordan product of homogeneous elements
a, b ∈A. For any homogeneous v ∈M and i > 1 we have
[
z[i], τ (v)
]
s
= [τ(xix2), τ (v)]
s
= τ((xix2)v)= 0,
hence
z[i] ◦s τ (v) = 2z[i] · τ(v) −
[
z[i], τ (v)
]
s
= 2z[i] · τ(v). (6)
Proposition 2.1. In the superalgebra A, the following relations hold for any i, j > 2:
z[i] · z[j ] = 0,
x[i] · z[j ] = 0,
x[i] ◦s x[j ] = (−1)c(j+1)
(
u[i+j−3] + (1 + (−1)j )z[i+j−4] · x[2]), (7)
where u[i] = x[i] ◦s x[3]. Furthermore, for any k > 0 holds
u[4k−1] = 0, u[4k+2] = −z[4k+1] · x[2]. (8)
Proof. Recall that every alternative algebra satisfies the identity (see [12, Lemma 7.9,
p. 145 of the English edition])
(u, v,w) ◦ [v,w] = 0.
Linearizing and superizing this identity, we get the following super-identity in A:
As(w,u1, v1, u2, v2) = (w,u1, v1) ◦s [u2, v2]s
+ (−1)u¯1v¯1+u¯2(u¯1+v¯1)(w,u2, v1) ◦s [u1, v2]s
+ (−1)u¯2v¯2+v¯1(u¯2+v¯2)(w,u1, v2) ◦s [u2, v1]s
+ (−1)(u¯1+v¯1)(u¯2+v¯2)(w,u2, v2) ◦s [u1, v1]s
= 0.
By the same arguments as in [10], considering the equalities
As
(
x, x[2], x[k], x[2], x[n]
)= 0, As(x[k], x, x, x[n], x[m])= 0,
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z[i] ◦s z[j ] = 0, x[i] ◦s z[j ] = 0,
which in view of (6) imply the first two equalities of the proposition.
Consider now the expressions As(x, x, x, x[i], x[j ]) = 0 for i, j > 1. We have
As
(
x, x, x, x[i], x[j ]
)= (x, x, x) ◦s [x[i], x[j ]]s − (−1)i+j (x[i], x, x) ◦s [x[j ], x]s
+ (−1)ij+j+i(x[j ], x, x) ◦s [x[i], x]s
+ (−1)i+j (x[i], x[j ], x) ◦s [x, x]s
= 0,
which can be rewritten as
x[i+1] ◦s x[j+2] = (−1)j x[i+2] ◦s x[j+1] − (−1)c(j)z[i+j−1] ◦s x[2]. (9)
If j > 2, we may apply again this formula to the first term on the right side to get
x[i+1] ◦s x[j+2] = −x[i+3] ◦s x[j ].
Thus, for i > 2, k > 0 we have
x[i] ◦s x[4k+3] = −x[i+2] ◦s x[4k+1] = x[i+4k] ◦s x[3],
x[i] ◦s x[4k+4] = −x[i+2] ◦s x[4k+2] = x[i+4k] ◦s x[4],
or for i, j > 2
x[i] ◦s x[j ] =
{
(−1)c(j+1)x[i+j−3] ◦s x[3], j is odd;
(−1)c(j+1)x[i+j−4] ◦s x[4], j is even.
Moreover, by (9),
x[i+j−4] ◦s x[4] = x[i+j−3] ◦s x[3] + z[i+j−4] ◦s x[2],
which in view of (6) implies (7).
Note finally that, by super-commutativity of the product a ◦s b and by (7),
u[4k−1] = −x[3] ◦s x[4k−1] = −u[4k−1],
u[4k+2] = x[3] ◦s x[4k+2] = −u[4k+2] − 2z[4k+1] · x[2],
which yields (8). 
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We know from [7] that (M2M2)M= 0. Let us try to find an alternative envelope E of
M satisfying (E2 · E2) · E = E · (E2 · E2) = 0. For this purpose, consider in the universal
alternative envelope A the subset I = (A2 ·A2) ·A+A · (A2 ·A2). By [12, Proposition
5.1, p. 115 of the English edition], I is an ideal of A, and we denote by E the quotient
superalgebra A/I . In view of [10, Corollary 3.4], E is spanned by the elements
x[k], x[k+1] · x, x[k+1] · x[2], x[4k+ε] · x[3], z[4k+ε],
where k > 0, ε ∈ {0,1}. Observe that
2x[4k+ε] · x[3] = x[4k+ε] ◦s x[3] +
[
x[4k+ε], x[3]
]
s
= u[4k+ε] + z[4k+1+ε].
Hence the elements
x[k], x[k+1] · x, x[k+1] · x[2], u[4k+ε], z[4k+ε],
where k > 0, ε ∈ {0,1}, also span E . Note that the elements of the last three types annihilate
the whole pre-base. Let us compute the other products.
Lemma 3.1. For i, j > 1 and i + j > 4 we have
x · x = 12x[2],
x · x[i] = (−1)i(x[i] · x − x[i+1]),
2x[i] · x[j ] = (−1)c(j+1)u[i+j−3] − (−1)c(j)z[i+j−2].
Proof. In fact,
2x · x = [x, x]s = x[2],
and for i > 1 we have
x · x[i] = (−1)ix[i] · x + [x, x[i]]
s
= (−1)i(x[i] · x − x[i+1]).
To find x[i] · x[j ], we write
2x[i] · x[j ] = x[i] ◦s x[j ] +
[
x[i], x[j ]
]
s
.
The second summand we compute inM:
[
x[i], x[j ]
] = τ(xixj )= −(−1)c(j)z[i+j−2].
s
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that z[i] · x[2] = 0 in E , therefore for i, j > 2 we have by (7)
x[i] ◦s x[j ] = (−1)c(j+1)u[i+j−3].
Adding this formula to the previous one, we get the required equality. Let now i > 2, j = 2,
then we have
x[i] ◦s x[2] = x[2] ◦s x[i] = x[2] ◦s
[
x[i−1], x
]
s
= [x[2] ◦s x[i−1], x]s − x[i−1] ◦s [x[2], x]
= −x[i−1] ◦s x[3] = −u[i−1],
which is what we need. 
Notice that for i = 3 the last formula gives u[2] def= x[2] ◦s x[3] = −u[2], which together
with (8) shows that in E we have
u[4k−2] = 0, k > 0.
Corollary 3.2. The superalgebra E is spanned by the elements
x[k], x[k+1] · x, x[2] · x[2], u[4k+ε], z[4k+ε], (10)
where k > 0, ε ∈ {0,1}.
Continue our computations. For i > 1 use (4) to get
(
x[i] · x) · x = x[i] · (x · x) + (x[i], x, x)= 12x[i] · x[2] + 13x[i+2] − 16z[i],
x · (x[i] · x)= (x · x[i]) · x − (x, x[i], x)
= (−1)i(x[i] · x − x[i+1]) · x + (−1)i( 13x[i+2] − 16z[i])
= (−1)i( 23x[i+2] − x[i+1] · x + 12x[i] · x[2] − 13z[i]).
In view of (5), for i, j > 1 we have
x[i] · (x[j ] · x)= −(x[i], x[j ], x)= − 13 (−1)c(j+1)z[i+j−1],(
x[i] · x) · x[j ] = x[i] · (x · x[j ])+ (x[i], x, x[j ])
= (−1)j x[i] · (x[j ]x − x[j+1])− (−1)j (x[i], x[j ], x)
= (−1)j+1(x[i] · x[j+1] + 23 (−1)c(j+1)z[i+j−1]).
Finally, since right super-alternativity (a, b, c) + (−1)b¯c¯(a, c, b) = 0 can be written in the
form (a · b) · c = a · (b ◦s c) − (−1)b¯c¯(a · c) · b, we obtain
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x[i] · x) · (x[j ] · x)= x[i] · (x · (x[j ] · x)+ (−1)j+1(x[j ] · x) · x)
= (−1)j x[i] · ( 13x[j+2] − x[j+1] · x − 16z[j ])
= 13 (−1)j
(
x[i] · x[j+2] − (−1)c(j)z[i+j ]).
Substituting in the obtained results the expressions for the products x[i] · x[j ] from
Lemma 3.1, we get the following
Lemma 3.3. For i, j > 1 we have
x · (x[2] · x)= 23x[4] − x[3] · x + 12x[2] · x[2],
x · (x[i+1] · x)= (−1)i+1( 23x[i+3] − x[i+2] · x − 14u[i] − 112z[i+1]),(
x[2] · x) · x = 13x[4] + 12x[2] · x[2],(
x[i+1] · x) · x = 13x[i+3] − 14u[i] + 112z[i+1],
x[i] · (x[j ] · x)= − 13 (−1)c(j+1)z[i+j−1],(
x[i] · x) · x[j ] = 12 (−1)c(j+1)u[i+j−2] − 16 (−1)c(j)z[i+j−1],(
x[i] · x) · (x[j ] · x)= 16 (−1)c(j−2)u[i+j−1] + 16 (−1)c(j−1)z[i+j ].
4. The pre-base is a base
In order to prove that the set (10) forms a base of the superalgebra E , we will need the
following example. Consider the vector space U over F with the base
BU =
{
xk, yk+1, u1, u4k+ε, z4k+ε | k > 0, ε ∈ {0,1}
}
,
and define on it a multiplication ∗. First of all, the elements ui and zi annihilate the whole
base. Thus we need to define products only for the elements xi , yj . We denote x = x1, and
for i, j > 1 set
x ∗ x = 12x2,
xi ∗ x = yi,
x ∗ xi = (−1)i(yi − xi+1),
xi ∗ xj = 12 (−1)c(j+1)ui+j−3 + 12 (−1)c(j+2)zi+j−2,
x ∗ yi = (−1)i
( 2
3xi+2 − yi+1 − 14ui−1 − 112zi
)
,
yi ∗ x = 13xi+2 − 14ui−1 + 112zi,
xi ∗ yj = − 1 (−1)c(j+1)zi+j−1,3
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yi ∗ yj = 16 (−1)c(j−2)ui+j−1 + 16 (−1)c(j−1)zi+j ,
where ui , zi are assumed to be zero for i ∈ {4k − 2,4k − 1}.
Furthermore, define on U a Z2-grading by putting
U0 = vect〈x2k, y2k+1, u4k−3, z4k | k > 0〉,
U1 = vect〈x2k−1, y2k, u4k, z4k+1 | k > 0〉,
where vect〈V 〉 denotes the vector space spanned by the set V .
Proposition 4.1. The superalgebra (U,∗) is an alternative superalgebra generated by the
odd element x = x1.
Proof. It is clear that
xi+1 = xi ∗ x − (−1)ix ∗ xi, i > 0,
yi = xi ∗ x, i > 1,
u1 = −2x2 ∗ x2,
ui+1 = 6yi ∗ y2 − 3xi+1 ∗ y2, i + 1 = 4k + ε,
zi+1 = 3xi ∗ y2, i + 1 = 4k + ε,
where k > 0, ε ∈ {0,1}, hence U is generated by x.
Now we have to verify in U the identities of left and right super-alternativity. Consider
first elements a, b from U2. The product a ∗ b can be nonzero only when both a and b are
of types xi or yi , i > 1. But in this case the result a ∗ b is a sum of the elements ui and zi .
Hence (U2,U2,U2) = 0. Now, if at least one argument is x, direct calculations yield for
i, j > 1
(xi, x, x) = (−1)i+1(x, xi, x) = (x, x, xi)
= 13xi+2 − 16zi,
(yi, x, x) = (−1)i(x, yi, x) = (x, x, yi)
= 13yi+2 + 14ui − 112zi+1,
−(xi, x, xj ) = (−1)i(x, xi, xj ) = (−1)j (xi, xj , x)
= 13 (−1)c(j)zi+j−1,
(yi, x, yj ) = (−1)i(x, yi, yj ) = (−1)j (yi, yj , x)
= 1 (−1)c(j)ui+j − 1 (−1)c(j+1)zi+j+1,6 18
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= 16 (−1)c(j)ui+j−1 − 16 (−1)c(j+1)zi+j ,
(yj , x, xi) = (−1)j (x, yj , xi) = (−1)i+1(yj , xi, x)
= (−1)i+1( 16 (−1)c(i)ui+j−1 + 16 (−1)c(i+1)zi+j ),
which easily implies that the super-alternative identities hold when one of the variables
being permuted equals x. For the remaining cases we apply (3). For example,
(x, xi, xj ) + (−1)ij (x, xj , xi) = 13 (−1)i+c(j)zi+j−1 + 13 (−1)ij (−1)j+c(i)zi+j−1
= 13 (−1)i+c(j)
(
1 + (−1)i+j+c(i)+c(j)+ij )zi+j−1
(3)= 13 (−1)i+c(j)
(
1 + (−1)i+j+c(i+j))zi+j−1
(3)= 13 (−1)i+c(j)
(
1 + (−1)c(i+j+1))zi+j−1 = 0,
since either zi+j−1 = 0 or c(i + j + 1) is odd. 
Theorem 4.2. The elements given in (10) form a base of the superalgebra E .
Proof. In fact, the superalgebra U is a homomorphic image of E under the homomorphism
x 
→ x1. The images of the elements (10) form a base of U , hence these elements are
linearly independent and form a base of E . 
Theorem 4.3. The free Malcev superalgebraM on one odd generator is special.
Proof. The homomorphism ϕ :M τ−→A− → E− maps the base
BM =
{
xk, x4kx2, x4k+1x2 | k > 0},
ofM to the linearly independent elements x[k], z[4k], z[4k+1] in E , consequently kerϕ = 0
andM∼= ϕ(M) ⊆ E−. 
The next corollaries follow easily from Theorem 4.3 in view of [7,9,13].
Corollary 4.4. There are no nontrivial skew-symmetric Malcev s-identities.
Corollary 4.5. The Malcev Grassmann algebra (see [9]) is special.
Corollary 4.6. The elements Skew z[4(k+1)], Skew z[4k+1], k > 0 (see [9,13]), are nonzero
central skew-symmetric elements in the free alternative algebra of countable rank.
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In this section we prove that every homomorphic image of the superalgebra M is spe-
cial. We will identifyM with its image in U− ∼= E− and thus assume thatM⊆ U . For an
ideal K ofM we denote by Kˆ = idlU 〈K〉 the ideal of U generated by K .
Lemma 5.1. Let K be an ideal ofM such that Kˆ ∩M= K . Then the quotient superalge-
braM/K is special.
Proof. (see [12, Lemma 3.4]) Note first that for any ideal B of U there exists an isomor-
phism
(U/B)− ∼= U−/B− : (u + B)− 
→ u + B−.
Now by the Second Isomorphism Theorem,
M/K =M/(M∩ Kˆ−)∼= (M+ Kˆ−)/Kˆ− ⊆ U−/Kˆ−,
which in view of the previous observation proves the speciality ofM/K . 
Denote by Z the subsuperspace ofM spanned by the elements zi .
Lemma 5.2. Let K , K1, K2 be ideals inM such that K = K1 +K2, K2 ⊆ Z. If Kˆ1 ∩M=
K1, thenM/K is special.
Proof. Note that Kˆ = Kˆ1 + Kˆ2. Since Z ∗ U = U ∗ Z = 0 we have Kˆ2 = K2. Now, since
Kˆ2 = K2 ⊆M we have M ∩ Kˆ =M ∩ Kˆ1 + Kˆ2 = K1 + K2 = K and hence M/K is
special by the previous lemma. 
Lemma 5.3. Let K be a proper ideal ofM such that K ⊆ Z. Then there exist an element
f = xn +
∑
1<i<n
αixi + z, z ∈ Z, (11)
and a finite set of elements wi ∈ Z, i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, such that
K = idlM〈f,w1, . . . ,wk〉.
Proof. Every element ofM that does not belong to Z has the form
∑
0<in
αixi + z, z ∈ Z,
for some n,αi, z, and αn = 0. Choose an element f in K of this type with the minimal
value of n and the leading coefficient αn = 1.
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an element x2f = α1x3 + z′, z′ ∈ Z, which implies n < 3. If n = 1 then f = x + z,
((f x)x . . .)x = xi ∈ K and zi = xix2 ∈ K for all i > 1. Therefore, z ∈ K and x ∈ K , yield-
ing K =M. If n = 2 then f = x2 +αx + z, α = 0. We have x2f = αx3 ∈ K , which yields
xi ∈ K for all i > 2. Now f x = x3 + αx2 ∈ K , hence x2 ∈ K and n < 2, a contradiction.
Thus we may assume that the element f has a form (11). Show that f satisfies the
conclusion of the lemma. Let g be an arbitrary element in K \ Z, say
g = xm +
∑
i<m
βixi + z′, z′ ∈ Z.
We prove by induction on m that g ∈ idlM〈f 〉 + Z. If m = n then by minimality of n we
have αi = βi and f − g = z − z′ ∈ Z. Suppose now that m > n. Write
fk =
(
(f x)x . . .
)
x︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
= xn+k +
∑
1<i<n
αixi+k, k > 0. (12)
The difference g − fm−n belongs to K and modulo Z is a linear combination of xi , i < m.
By the induction assumption, g − fm−n ∈ idlM〈f 〉 + Z, hence K ⊆ idlM〈f 〉 + Z.
Furthermore, the ideal idlM〈f 〉 contains the elements
zn+k +
∑
1<i<n
αizi+k, k  0. (13)
Hence we can express all zk , k  n, modulo idlM〈f 〉 as linear combinations of the zi ,
i < n. Since the space vect〈z4, . . . , zn−1〉 is finite dimensional, this implies the conclusion
of the lemma. 
Theorem 5.4. For any ideal K , the quotient superalgebraM/K is special.
Proof. By the two previous lemmas, it suffices to prove that Kˆ ∩M = K , where K =
idlM〈f 〉 and f is an element of form (11). We show that the ideal Kˆ coincides with the
subspace V of U spanned by the elements
f, xn+m+1 +
∑
1<i<n
αixi+m+1, yn+m +
∑
1<i<n
αiyi+m,
zn+m +
∑
1<i<n
αizi+m, un+m−1 +
∑
1<i<n
αiui+m−1, m 0.
In fact, all these elements lie in Kˆ = idlU 〈f 〉. On the other hand, it is easy to see that V
is closed with respect to multiplication by the elements of the base of U and hence is an
ideal of U . Since f ∈ V , we have V = Kˆ . Evidently, the subspace V ∩M is spanned by
the elements
f, xn+m+1 +
∑
αixi+m+1, zn+m +
∑
αizi+m, m 0.
1<i<n 1<i<n
600 I. Shestakov, N. Zhukavets / Journal of Algebra 301 (2006) 587–600By (12), (13), all these elements lie in K , hence Kˆ ∩M⊆ K . Since the inverse inclusion
is evident, we have Kˆ ∩M= K , proving the theorem. 
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